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Defining Evidence
• 1 a: an outward sign : INDICATION                                                        

1 b: something that furnishes proof : TESTIMONY             
specifically : something legally submitted to a tribunal to ascertain 
the truth of a matter. (Merriam-Webster)

• that which tends to prove or disprove something; ground for 
belief; proof. (dictionary.com)

• 1: the available body of facts or information indicating whether a 
belief or proposition is true or valid. 1.1 : information drawn from 
personal testimony, a document, or a material object, used to 
establish facts in a legal investigation or admissible as testimony in 
a law court. 1.2 : signs or indications of something. (Oxford 
Dictionaries)

• anything that you see, experience, read or are told that causes 
you to believe that something is true or has really happened. 
(Collins English Dictionary)

What can be considered evidence?

•Things obtained by MDT members that 
contribute to the 
report/allegation/investigation:
•Statements
•Observations
•Activities
•Material things
•Technology
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Some Examples
•Child comes into the interview room with a 
broken arm or black eye

•911 call
•Disclosure statement
•Chats, texts
•Journal
•Pregnancy
•Suspect confession
•Child pornography (CP)
•Child found in a hotel room/sting operation

Consider the Source

•Is the source credible?
•What motivations are possible?
•Can the information be verified?
•Is the information fact or opinion?
•What is the context?

•Does it indicate risk (concern for 
possible abuse) or actual
abuse/exploitation?

Is it a fact?
Is it an assumption?

Multiple hypotheses should be 
generated
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Case Study: Suicide or Homicide?

•Mom dies by hanging

•5yo might have witnessed something

•There was a fight

•Dad and child left and went to McD’s

•Dad called Mom multiple times

•Upon returning home, Dad searches 
house to find mom and calls 911

What do we KNOW for a fact?

•What can we reasonably assume the 
child knows/has experienced?

•What evidence do we have that we can 
use in the FI?

•What should we consider regarding the 
child’s needs?

Types of Evidence

•Externally verifiable information
•NICHD support

•Physical
•Is it available for FI?
•Are pictures of it available?
•Can it be described/discussed?
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Discussion of Examples

•Someone calls 911 about DV in a 
home, police respond, child is present 
when police arrive

Discussion of Examples

•Child goes to hospital for injury.  
Hospital staff report that injury is 
inconsistent with history.  Child has 
arm in a cast to treat injury.

Discussion of Examples

•Child goes to hospital for vaginal 
irritation, cultures come back as STI
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Discussion of Examples

•Grandmother reports that child takes 
bath at Grandmother’s house and 
child inserts finger inside her own 
vagina.  Grandmother reports that 
she asks child why the child did it and 
child responds, “Daddy does it.”

Discussion of Examples

•Dad confesses to law enforcement 
that he has had anal sex with his son 
(and the son has not yet been 
interviewed).

Discussion of Examples

•Law enforcement gets a Cyber Tip 
about child pornography, executes a 
search warrant and finds CP in the 
home.  Sexually explicit pictures of 
the children living in the home are 
found during the search warrant.
•Interviewer does not have copies of 
pictures.
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Discussion of Examples

•Law enforcement gets a Cyber Tip about 
child pornography, executes a search 
warrant and finds CP in the home.  Upon 
initial screening of content, there are no 
pictures of the children living in the 
home, only pictures of other unidentified 
children.
•The children were present during the 
search warrant.

NICHD Prompts

•See handout

Don’t invite denial.
Question choice makes a 

difference.
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You have copies of text messages
Discuss these prompt options

•“Did you send text messages to 
someone?”

•“Did you send text messages to Donnie?”

•“Tell me about sending text messages to 
Donnie.”

•“I understand there were texts to Donnie 
on your phone.  Tell me about that.”

Interviewers must weigh the 
element of suggestion with the 

clarity of the evidence.  If something 
is a fact, are we actually suggesting 

something?

Thorough discussion of evidence prior to 
the interview assists interviewers in 

making good decisions in this regard.

“I understand there were texts to Donnie 
on your phone.  Tell me about that.”

•This statement is a fact.  It is not a suggestive prompt.
• It does not blame or shame the child.
• It does not assume the child created the texts.
• It allows the child to provide narrative and context to 
the fact that there are texts to Donnie on the child’s 
phone.

•The child might deny or make up an excuse, but if the 
interviewer has built rapport and has mentioned (in a 
brief reference at the beginning of the interview) that 
there are texts to talk about later, then what usually 
happens is that the child discusses the texts because 
barriers have been assessed and removed prior to this 
inquiry.
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Decision Tree

•A child comes back to school and has to 
complete an assignment to write about 
her summer break.  She writes about 
going to summer camp and that she was 
sexually abused by a camp counselor 
during a ghost walk through the woods.  
In her paper, she says that she texted 
her best friend from camp and told her 
about it right before school started.

Decision Tree

•A child comes back to school and has to 
complete an assignment to write about 
her summer break.  She writes about 
going to summer camp and that she was 
sexually abused by a camp counselor 
during a ghost walk through the woods.  
In her paper, she says that she texted 
her best friend from camp and told her 
about it right before school started.

When children are prepped and 
ready…

•“Tell me the reason you are here today.” 
“Because something happened at 
camp.” or “Because I wrote a paper 
about what happened to me.”
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When children aren’t prepped…

•“Tell me what you know about coming 
here today.”   “Nothing.”

•“What did your mom say about talking 
with me?” “She said I had to talk to 
someone because of school.” TMAT.  IDK.

•“Did something happen at school?” “No.”

•“Do you have worries or concerns about 
anything?” “Not really.”

You have copies of a school paper 
where a child discloses sex abuse at 

summer camp
Discuss these prompt options

•“How was your summer?” “What did you do?”
•“Did you go to camp?”
•“What kinds of things did you do at camp?“
•“Likes/dislikes at camp/this summer” [people, 
activities, locations]

•“Tell me about your friends/counselors at camp.”
•“I understand you went to camp.  Tell me about 
camp.”

You have copies of a school paper
Discuss these prompt options

•“Do you keep in touch with friends from 
camp?”

•“Have you shared personal things with 
people you met at camp?”

•“I understand you text a friend from 
camp.  Tell me about that.”

•“Your paper mentioned that you texted a 
friend from camp.  Tell me about that.”
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You have copies of a school paper
Discuss these prompt options

•“Do you write school papers?”
•“What kinds of things do you write about?” 
•“Did you write a school paper about summer 
vacation?”

•“Tell me about writing a school paper about 
summer vacation.”

•“I understand you wrote a paper about summer 
vacation.  Tell me about that.”

•“I have a copy of a school paper you wrote.  I 
would like to talk with you about it.  Tell me all 
about this paper.”

Some prompts might feel like a set 
up or that the interviewer is 

manipulating the child (especially 
adolescents).  Interviewers should 

be honest and not tricky.

*Being honest doesn’t mean that you have to 
tell the child absolutely everything you know.  It 
means you shouldn’t lie.  You want the child to 

trust you, so be trustworthy.

Dancing around a topic for the sake 
of seeming non-suggestive when 

there are facts to be addressed can 
ruin the rapport that has been built 

with the child.

Sometimes for younger children, they truly don’t 
understand what you are trying to ask with your 

vague questions and you need to be more 
specific in getting to the topic.
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Sometimes when children ask you a 
question,

“I know some things but not everything” 
or

“I can’t talk about that right now” 
or 

“let’s check with X (LE/CPS/your mom)”

is the honest answer

The approach with the most 
integrity (while maintaining rapport) 

and least amount of concern 
(balancing ethical issues with 

defendability in court) might be to 
use the fact that is known and invite 

a narrative about it.

“As I mentioned before, there is a paper 
that I wanted to talk with you about.  Tell 

me all about this paper.”

Types of Evidence
(cont.)

•Online ads

•CP pictures

•CP videos

•Sting operations
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Issues for Presenting CP

•Adhere to State and Federal law

•Possession of CP
•CAPTA, MOUs and Adam Walsh Act
•Know your prosecutor’s stance

•Is child aware/do they know they 
were photographed/recorded?

Presentation of evidence occurs 
when the interviewer and MDT have 

deemed the presentation of 
evidence as necessary and 

advantageous to the interview while 
also considering the needs of the 

child.

We don’t have to use evidence just 
because we have it.  We make 

decisions based on critical thinking.  
We consider ethics and employ a 

trauma-informed practice. It 
requires forethought and planning.

And we don’t abandon good FI practice! 
We continue to use narrative prompts as 

much as possible.
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Maximize information

Minimize impact

Child pornography is illegal!
So how do we handle it?

H.R. 4472
Adam Walsh Child Protection and 

Safety Act of 2006
SEC. 504. PREVENTION OF DISTRIBUTION OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY 
USED AS EVIDENCE IN PROSECUTIONS. 

Section 3509 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by adding at 
the end the following: 

(m) PROHIBITION ON REPRODUCTION OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY.—

(1) In any criminal proceeding, any property or material that 
constitutes child pornography (as defined by section 2256 of this 
title) shall remain in the care, custody, and control of either the 
Government or the court.
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Managing Concerns
•LE is responsible for evidence/chain of custody
•Copies (not originals) of evidence should be 
used

•LE should bring the evidence, be present 
during entire interview process and be actively 
watching

•LE should take the evidence once interview is 
completed

•FI should not maintain copies (including video 
recording of interview where CP can be seen)

Managing Concerns

Benefits of Using Evidence

• The evidence provides a focus for discussion
• The evidence helps minimize denial
• The child gives context to an element of the case
• Children are able to disclose in an atmosphere of 

nonjudgment (when they realize that the 
interviewer has treated them well even after 
knowing something); decreases shame

• The interviewer is upfront and honest with the child
• Investigators get additional information
• Hypotheses are tested
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Do’s

•Do assess the child’s readiness for 
presenting evidence

•Use least graphic when possible
•Invite narratives about the evidence
•Ask for clarification/explanation
•Check in before you move on
•Make sure LE has care, custody and 
control of CP

Don’ts

•Don’t use actual evidence (copies 
should be used so evidence isn’t 
tampered with)

•Don’t ever force child to see 
pictures or hear graphic content

•Don’t keep graphic pictures in view 
after introducing them

Considerations

•Interviewer comfort/child comfort

•Does child want to read the chats or should 
the interviewer read to the child?

•Might child want to read silently?

•Using the word “you” when we don’t know 
for sure it is this child

•Would you inform the guardian that you are 
using pictures? What does notification look 
like?
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Stages of Interview When 
Evidence Can Be Used

•Transition

•Detail Seeking
•Identify location, person, action, 
thing

•Clarification
•What about confronting denial?

•After the interview/outside the FI

Different Approaches in 
Presenting CP

•Sanitized or not?
•Covered

•Permanently
•Temporarily (folding, post-it notes)

•Cropped
•FBI (see APSAC Advisor, Number 4, 2013), 
HSI (Prepare and Predict)
•NOTE: for most updated versions of 
presenting evidence approaches, contact 
FBI CAFI and HSI FIS

Dynamics of Sanitizing/Masking

• Think about the purpose of 
using the picture.

• Is it for venue/suspect/victim 
identification? 

• Are you communicating that 
there is some shame or inability 
to see the photo?

• Putting a dark block over a 
portion vs cropping…

• The child’s needs are most 
important. 
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Cropped Photo

Sanitized by Masking vs Cropping

These are both permanent options.  Pictures 
can be masked temporarily by folding or using 

a post-it note.
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“Do you show images to really 
young children?”

The answer is YES.

We must ask ourselves why we think this might be 
traumatizing?  It is probably less so for young children 

since they are just mastering privacy and modesty.  FIs are 
the people on the team that are skilled enough to be able 

to present CP to a child in a way that would be victim-
centered and trauma-focused.  We don’t want other 
members of the MDT who are not trained in a victim-

centered approach to bring out pictures after the forensic 
interview and ask questions in a way that might be 

harmful for the child. 

Selecting and Preparing 
Evidence
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Selecting the Evidence
•Selection

•Type of photo
•Series?

•Least graphic samples of different 
victimization

•Stills from video
•Pictures of physical evidence, people, location
•Choose content

•Ex: lengthy chats
•Smiling vs not smiling

Preparing the Evidence
•Care, custody, control
•Informing guardian?
•Copies of images not original evidence
•Photos of items
•Crimes scene photos, photo lineup
•What to do when other victims are pictured
•Numbering or organizing photos/evidence
•Labeling photos/evidence

Process of Presenting 
Evidence
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Presenting Evidence Process
•Reference early in the interview and put aside

•Reintroduce for presentation (decide how to label)

•Use narrative inviting prompts

•Consistently check in with child

•Describe evidence one at a time

•Gather details about what’s happening in photo

•Gather additional details: device, context, people 
not pictured but present, storage, etc.

•Use and remove from sight

Introducing the Evidence

•Neutral, light reference at beginning of 
interview
•“I have some pictures in this folder that I 
want to talk with you about later.  First, I 
want to get to know you.”

•Reintroducing the evidence by saying:
•“When we first started talking, I said 
that I had some pictures to talk 
about…”
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Questions you might get…

•How/where did you get the pictures?

•Who has seen the pictures?

•How many pictures do you have?

•What is going to happen to the 
pictures?

*Remember to be honest

Follow up Questions

•TME about this photo

•What was happening right before, 
during, after?

•TMA [the location]

•TMA [person/people]

•TMA [object]
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Follow up Questions

•Who was there (perhaps not pictured)?  
TMAA

•How did you know what to do in the 
photo?

•Who took the picture/video? On what 
device? Who did the device belong to?  
Who paid for it?

•What happened to the pic? Who has it?

Considerations

•If the child verbally says everything, do 
you need to present the evidence?

•Does the child need to identify 
him/herself in every picture?

•How many pictures are enough?

•What if other children are also in the 
pictures?

HSI FIS Approach: 
Prepare and Predict

•As stated previously, the evidence would be 
referenced at the beginning of the interview 
and put away until presented to the child 
later in the interview.

•Prepare and Predict is an approach that 
verbalizes to the child what the evidence is 
and checks in with the child to see when the 
child is ready to see the evidence.
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HSI FIS Approach: 
Prepare and Predict
• An example of a Prepare and Predict introduction of 

evidence might be something like this:
• “The picture I am getting ready to show you, we 

will call picture #1. It’s of a girl and I know it’s a girl 
because the private parts are showing.  She has 
blonde hair. Her hair is in pigtails. She is wearing a 
red t-shirt with pink hearts and her white shorts are 
pulled down.  She is sitting on a bed.  The bed has a 
blue bed spread with little purple flowers.  The girl 
is leaning on a white pillow.  Do you have any 
questions about the picture before I show you?  Tell 
me when you are ready to look at picture #1.” 
[hand the picture to the child when the child 
acknowledges being ready]

HSI FIS Approach: 
Prepare and Predict

•Once the child takes the picture to look at it, the 
interviewer prompts with a narrative invitation, 
such as “Tell me everything about this picture.”

•Narrative inquiries would follow.
•Once the picture is fully discussed, picture #1 
would be put away and the same process would 
occur for picture #2.

• If the child is narrating and does not need the 
visual cue of the picture, the picture can be put 
away earlier.

•This same process occurs for non-photo 
evidence as well.

FBI CAFI Approach
As cited in APSAC Advisor, Number 4, 2013

• Interviewers should conduct a forensic interview in 
accordance with the protocol utilized in their jurisdictions or 
the protocol they have been trained to use. Interviewer 
experience and discretion becomes critical when deciding to 
utilize the images. It is standard practice for the CAFIs to ask 
children about pictures that people in their lives take of 
them (“Tell me about pictures that people take of you.”). The 
response may be about school, vacation, and family pictures. 
However, it may lead to victims disclosing something about 
the images before the interviewer has shown them. 
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FBI CAFI Approach
As cited in APSAC Advisor, Number 4, 2013

• If the victim discloses information about what is depicted in 
the images, the interviewer can proceed with showing the 
images to the victim to confirm what she has already 
disclosed. The decision may also be made at that time not to 
show the images or to show only part of an image for 
confirmation. If the victim denies that any pictures or videos 
were taken, the interviewer could prompt the victim by 
saying, “Remember I told you I had some pictures I wanted 
to talk with you about today? I am going to show you the 
pictures and then ask you some questions about them.” It is 
important to approach this in a nonconfrontational manner. 
When it is clear that the victim will continue to deny, the 
interviewer should not continue to ask questions but instead 
consider that this is a good time to introduce the images.

FBI CAFI Approach
As cited in APSAC Advisor, Number 4, 2013

• The FBI’s CAFIs use two methods for introducing images 
during an interview to give victims some control of the 
process. The interviewer can give the victim a choice about 
how he would like to be shown the images. The victim may 
choose to have the interviewer describe the image before 
looking at it, or he may choose to look at the image without 
description from the interviewer. While some have 
suggested that exposed genitalia should be covered before 
showing images to children, FBI CAFIs are reluctant to do so 
because it may convey that victims should feel embarrassed 
or ashamed.

FBI CAFI Approach
As cited in APSAC Advisor, Number 4, 2013

• Once the image is in front of the victim, the interviewer needs to 
proceed with forensically sound questions to gather information 
about who is in the picture and what is happening in the picture. 
CAFIs usually start with phrases such as, “Tell me about this 
picture” or “Tell me what’s happening in this picture.” As with 
most forensic interviewing approaches, open-ended questions 
that encourage narrative responses should be maximized, and use 
of direct questions should primarily be used for clarification 
purposes. As the victim discusses each image, the interviewer 
should place a number on the back of the photo to indicate the 
order shown to the victim and write down brief notes about what 
the victim said, such as who is in the picture, who took the 
picture, and what it was taken with. 
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APSAC Practice Guidelines (2012):
Forensic Interviewing in Cases of Suspected 
Child Abuse 

• Experts recommend a straightforward approach, perhaps starting the 
interview by saying, “I have some pictures/videos/chat logs to talk to you 
about. But first I want to get to know you.” After covering instructions 
and narrative practice, the child can be reminded about the reason for 
the interview (e.g., “Remember at the beginning I said I had some 
pictures/videos/chat logs, I have them right here.”). The interviewer then 
shows the child the picture or other evidence, starting with the least 
egregious items and stating “Tell me about this picture,” or “Do you 
recognize this thing? What is it? When have you seen it before? What 
else do you know about it?” With photos, the interviewer should then 
attempt to confirm the identity of everyone pictured, as well as the 
location, and whether any other witnesses were present at the time but 
not in the pictures. Follow-up questioning should draw out as many 
details as possible about the child’s knowledge regarding the evidence 
using the techniques recommended in these Guidelines.  

APSAC Practice Guidelines (2012):
Forensic Interviewing in Cases of Suspected 
Child Abuse 

• If child denies knowing anything about the evidence, the 
interviewer should still ask questions related to surrounding 
details. For example, when a child denies he/she is in a 
picture or video: 

• “Do you recognize this place/room? Where is it? Have you 
been there before? Tell me all about that.” 

• [Pointing to each person pictured] - “Who is that person? 
How do you know him/her? What do you know about 
him/her?” 

Concerns and 
Problem Solving


